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Corporal  Harold Hainsworth (1895-1918). 

2nd Battalion, Duke of Wellington’s (West Riding) Regiment. 

 

Gonnehem British Cemetery. 

Harold Hainsworth was one of seven men living in licenced premises in Drighlington in 
1914, six of whom were to loose their lives in the Great War. Harold was living at the 
Spotted Cow Inn, opposite Drighlington Junior School, as it once was.The pub is  just about 
one hundred yards or so from the parish church of St Paul. It is still a lively Drighlington pub 
today, despite the demise of many others which served the village in that era. 

Harold’s father, Arthur Crowther Hainsworth was the landlord of the pub, living there with 
his wife, Harold’s mother, Mary Hainsworth. By the time that Harold was killed he had 
married Mary Ellen Tew, who had lived at number 10 Bankhouse, Pudsey. She had taken up 
residence at the Spotted Cow with her husband’s family. The couple married at Tong Church 
on July 3rd 1915. 

The Hainsworth’s were not actually a Drighlington family originally.  Arthur Hainsworth was 
born in Farnley, nearby, in 1865. He married Mary Schofield, also of Farnley, on May 8th 

1886. In 1887 their first son, Albert Vincent, was born but sadly he died at the age of four in 
1891. Their second son, Harold, was born in 1895. Both Arthur and Mary lived until the 
1940’s, losing both of their sons before their own deaths. However, Harold’s attestation 
papers for the army show that he had a sister, one Annie Peat. On a form asking the his wife 
to declare any full blood relative she cites Annie as such. However, Annie Schofield as she 
was before marrying was not a full blood relative, but was Mary’s daughter from a previous 
relationship. She is shown as living with Arthur Crowther Hainsworth and Mary in the census 
of 1901. 
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Arthur seems to have had differing jobs in his youth before finally becoming a publican. In 
1891 he was working as a blast furnace stoker and by 1901 he was working on the roads a 
labourer, breaking stones. 

By the time of the 1911 census he was shown to be a publican, living in Bankhouse Lane, 
Pudsey. It is likely that he ran a pub there and the Bankhouse Inn, still in use today, may well 
have been his first public house. 

By the time of Harold Hainsworth’s death in 1918 however, the Hainsworth family had 
moved to Drighlington and Arthur had become the licensee of the Spotted Cow in 
Drighlington. 

 

The Spotted Cow Inn. 

In  1911 Harold Hainsworth was working as a garden labourer, whilst his father ran the pub 
in Bankhouse Lane. He was sixteen years old at the time but by 1915 at the age of twenty he 
was to marry Mary Ellen Tew, who had lived at 10 Bank House Pudsey, no doubt not far 
from the public house his family owned. By this time Harold had become a fettler in the local 
mills.  

War broke out on August 4th 1914, but it was not until 1915 that Harold Haonsworth enlisted 
in the army. Surprisingly it was to be another two years before he was called to the colours. 
Luckily his attestation papers survived the blitz of the Second World War and from these 
papers we can see his postings and obtain some knowledge of his life in the army. 
Unfortunately the papers of many soldiers from the First World War were destroyed by 
Luftwaffe raids on London in the Second World conflict. 

On December 8th 1915 Harold Hainsworth travelled to Halifax and signed his enlistment 

forms to join the Duke of Wellington’s West Riding Regiment. It may be that the enthusiasm 
shown in the area for joining regiments such as the Leeds Pals and the Bradford Pals inspired 
him to eventually join the colours himself. It was to be more than a year before Harold was 
actually mobilised on March 19th 1917. The attrition rate amongst young soldiers in 1916 
obviously brought about the need to mobilize those who had already been recruited but not 
yet called up. 

Harold and Mary were to have one child, Iris, who was born on July 14th 1916. Whether the 
recruiting officer at the time spared Harold from joining his regiment because his wife was 
pregnant is doubtful, but certainly a possibility which explains the long time between 
December 1915 and March 1917. Certainly, other men were being called up in their 
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thousands and Harold was not in a reserved occupation, showing on his forms that he was 
now a ‘Fettler and Grinder’ at a mill making gun cloth. 

 

Part of the service record for Harold Hainsworth. 

From his medical notes in his attestation forms we know that Harold Hainsworth was 5’6” 
tall. Not a very tall man but bearing in mind many of the recruits of the time were much 
smaller than modern day young men of the same age he was probably of average height for 
the time. The existence of ‘Bantam’ regiments where recruits had to be less than 5’3” tall to 
join bears testament to the fact that many men were of small stature, especially in the mining 
areas of the industrial north. His medical notes show that his teeth were ‘decayed’ and that 
his joining up was subject to medical treatment, so this may well have been the reason for  
the delay in him actually being mobilised. 

Harold was medically examined for joining up in March of 1917. His weight was shown as 
131 pounds. He was then 22 years old. We even know that his chest measurement was 34 ½  
inches and that his general physique was ‘good’. 

It is not known where Harold received his training in full, although we can tell from his 

records that by August of 1917 he was at Chirton Camp in South Shields. On August 15th 
1917 he was shown as ‘Absent Without Leave’ from the evening of August 15th until 6-30 
am the next day. His punishment for this was admonishment and the forfeit of one day’s pay. 

Only a few days later Harold embarked from Folkestone for Boulogne on August 23rd 1917. 
He was posted to the 10th Battalion of the ‘Dukes’ at that time but on August 31st he was 
posted to the 2nd Battalion, with whom he was to remain for the rest of his service. 

There is one incident of note on Harold’s file from this time, this being an injury to his scalp 

on October 21st 1917. Such were the sensibilities about soldiers injuring themselves 
intentionally in order to be invalided home ( colloquially known as getting a ‘Blighty One’ 
when wounded), that all injuries had to be investigated and witnesses sought. On October 27th 
1917 Harold Hainsowrth was involved in an injury that needed such an investigation. He was 
an acting Lance Corporal by this time, but unpaid it seems as the status of being paid for the 
rank was not afforded him until Novembr 7th 1917. On the same day he was appointed Acting 
Corporal, no doubt to cover for losses in that rank in the regiment. 
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Harold sustained a injury to his scalp on October 27th 1917 which necessitated him being 
hospitalised. 

“Statement of witness as to the circumstances under which L/Cpl  No. 31247 H. 
Hainsworth recived an injury to his head”. 

1st Witness. J.C. Marshall 2ndBattalion Duke of Wellington’s Regt. States. 

“ On 27th Oct. 1917 I was in charge of No 3 Platoon, No 1 Coy. The platoon was doing 

physical training and L/Cpl. H. Hainsworth was present. The order was given for the men 
to double around a wagon which was standing near and in doubling round this L/Cpl 
Hainsworth struck his head against an iron pipe which was projecting from the wagon”. 

2nd. Lt. J. C. Marshall. 

Lieutenant Marshall’s statement was one of three taken to ensure that Harold had not actually 
inflicted the wound upon himself in order to avoid duties at the front. It was an unfortunate 
and unlucky incident, and came only one day after Harold was reprimanded because he had a 
dirty mess tin upon being inspected by his officers on October 26th 1917. 

Though the accident happened on October 27th 1917 it seems that Harold did not receive 
hospital treatment for it until November 6th, when his file shows that he was taken to hospital. 
It may be that the scalp wound had become infected, as a further entry for November 11th 
1917 shows that he was then taken to a casualty clearing station. He was to stay there for 
some days and finlly rejoined his unit on November 22nd 1917. The infection, if that is what it 
was, may well have caused the next admission to hospital for Harold in January of 1918. The 
initials P.U.O. appear in his file, diagnosed by the 10th Field Ambulance Unit on January 26th 
1918. 

The initials PUO stood for ‘Pyrexia of Unknown Origin’, which was a medical term usually 
applied to a diagnosis of Trench Fever. He returned to the 2nd Battalion on February 7th 1918, 
whereupon he was immediately sent to ‘Bomb School’. Corporal Hainsworth remained at the 
bomb school for about a month, returning to his unit on March 18th 1918. 

He was to be with them for just one more month or so, as on April 23rd 1918 he was killed in 
action. He is buried in Gonneheim Cemetery in Northern France, a village which the 
Germans were advancing on in April 1918, reaching to within 3 miles of the village. It was 
an action in what was known as the Battle of Bethune. Harold’s medal record simply states 
K.A. 

When the army records office asked Mary Ellen Hainsworth to fill in a form regarding the 
nearest relatives to Harold in 1919 the family were still living at the Spotted Cow Inn, but it 
is not known what happened to them after this time. The form was to sort out who would 
receive the plaque and scroll given to relatives of fallen soldiers. Mary Ellen, his wife, was 
already receiving a separation allowance of a paltry 19/6d and this would have been included 
in the eventual pension calculation she received. It took until 1921 for the family to receive 
Harold’s Victory medal and the plaque and scroll. 

Luckily Harold had filled in the ‘Will Page’ which was included in the paybook of all 
soldiers at the front at the time. This meant that there were no legal difficulties in Mary Ellen 
getting what money he did leave. This totalled £96-1s-2d. 
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On August 28th 1918 the Army Records Office at York wrote to Mary Ellen at the Spotted 
Cow, asking her to send a receipt in exchange for receiving the effects of her late husband. 
All that Harold Hainsworth’s wife received from the front were a note book, a photo, and 
some cards. 

 

The probate record for Harold Hainwsorth. 

 

The name of H. Hainsworth, namely Corporal 31247 Harold Hainsworth is featured on the 
recently refurbished Drighlington War Memorial, in Whitehall Road, Drighlington. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


